Effect of stress and professional burning on moral and ethical values in physiotherapy profession
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ABSTRACT

The principles of rehabilitation are based on holistic medicine considering physical, mental and social aspects of the patient. In recent decades, we have witnessed intensive changes through the entire medical profession, that are caused by the tremendous advances in science and technology. The communication process between therapist – patient, and between all members of the medical team requires sensitivity to the problems of the patient. It includes honesty, empathy, active listening, patience and also represent the guidelines for successful communication that are necessary for the creation of mutual trust. The state of disease and disability changes every man and reinforces a sense of personal weakness. The patient that is faced with the weakness, needs words of comfort and accepts the help of another person. For a better understanding of the patient’s suffering and fears in a therapeutic procedure, it is necessary to activate the empathic power primarily achieve high quality communication with the patient. Communication in medicine is considered as a core skill. Knowledge and good communication skills are a prerequisite for quality work for many professions, especially medicine. According to numerous studies, physiotherapists are primary candidates for combustion at work because of close contact with customers in the work of physiotherapy. Physical therapists, who experience burning, feel helpless in their ability to help others, and can not create a quality relationship with their patients. The resulting changes are loss of empathy and ethical values that were most important features of health services for many decades.
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INTRODUCTION

Physiotherapy is an area of physical medicine and rehabilitation and involves the diagnosis and resolution of dysfunction of motion and strengthening physical and functional abilities; restoration and maintenance of optimal physical functioning, optimum physical skills and optimal quality of life in relation to the movement, and health; and to prevent the onset of symptoms and progress impairment, functional limitations, disability that may arise disease, irregular functioning, different states or injuries. The importance of rehabilitation medicine and the physiotherapists is coming increasingly to the fore because of the increasing number of people of all ages with a variety of chronic and degenerative diseases, disabilities, disability or invalidity. The physiotherapist has a responsibility for the implementation of the physiotherapy, and must have knowledge and skills that allow him to set up a functional diagnosis and determine the physical therapy intervention. The physical therapist must also possess knowledge and skills that enable successful communication with the patient, his family and other members of the professional team. Also, he is maintaining the documentation on the forms of intervention and application parameters, as well as direct consequences of any intervention in the evaluation of functional status, such as the strength of muscle strength, durability, quality and range of motion in the joint. Nevertheless, the therapist must possess the knowledge and skills needed to evaluate the physiotherapy process, conducting research in physical therapy, which is based on "evidence based" approach i.e. on evidence-based practice. Physiotherapists are playing an important role in the development of policies of physiotherapy profession and appropriate standards for the various elements of physical therapy practice in order to ensure the usefulness, accessibility and high quality in the provision of physiotherapy interventions. The realization of the physiotherapy mission requires that each individual possesses a specific therapist and complex cognitive, psychomotor and emotional behavior when providing care to patient/client and client/patients family.

MORAL AND ETHICAL VALUES IN PROFESSIONAL WORK OF PHYSIOTHERAPISTS

Ethics is the part of philosophy that studies and evaluates the moral value, origin and principles of morality. Ethics investigates the origins of morality and moral objectives, but also a personal sense of moral volition and moral action. Strictly speaking, ethics is the theory of morality, while the moral validity criteria applicable to actions and practice. The term "moral" has a dimension that makes it kind of practice, our work turns into valuable reality, that it is one fact in the field of social practice. Morality is a social fact. Prerequisites for ethical behavior are: awareness, feelings that contain notions of sympathy and compassion, hope is a fundamental tenet of future morality, and its development and desirable ethical behavior, love - as the term is understood in a very broad sense of emotions and plays a role in the development of morality, but also in personal moral conduct and arises both from the personality, and from the relationship with the others. Ethics is very important for medicine, because as a scientific discipline it concerns about the man, his life, health, and preventing disease. It could be said that modern medical ethics is based on four basic principles: the principle of respect for life, principle of justice - non-discrimination on any basis, the principle of charity - the principle of humanity and the principle of respect for the person as a patient equal to themselves. Due to the nature of the medical profession, it develops specific relationship between health professionals and patients. In modern society, medical ethics does not require to physiotherapists only knowledge about diseases, prevention, diagnosis and treatment, but also knowledge of the acceptance of the patient as a person equal to themselves. Researches about moral values in the work of physiotherapists in Serbia are very scarce but still it is known that, physiotherapist care and intervention must be two-way; physical and psychological. Physiotherapist, unlike members of other medical professions, are in close contact with patients and therefore it is important to develop communication skills that are required in performing of their professional work. Communication skills and ability to understand the patient’s problems are prerequisites for the creation of a relationship of trust and where it will be possible to transfer compelling messages about the importance and effectiveness of therapy. Right at the beginning of the process of physiotherapy treatment, it is important to explain to the patient whether his illness is progressive, chronic and whether it requires continuity in treatment and controlling. Physiotherapist must be ready to listen to the patient and to understand their needs and problems. The survey conducted among physiotherapists in...
Poland, showed that the largest number of respondents said that physiotherapists thanks to a well-established contact with the patients were given better results during the rehabilitation and only 15% of respondents reported that they were not good enough to establish contact with patients and had poorer results. In order to achieve such a harmonized relationship, physical therapists should develop good communication skills that enable them to better understand each patient. In accomplishing high-quality interdisciplinary cooperation, health workers should have certain interdisciplinary competencies, instruments and methods. In performing their professional tasks in a team, physiotherapists must be familiar with the methodology of work within their profession. Physiotherapists in Serbia, should adhere to a methodology of work that was previously required to standardize and harmonize it with international standards and norms. In rehabilitation medicine teamwork is considered to be a cornerstone and can be described as a collective effort of many individuals who together performed a series of concrete tasks. In interdisciplinary teams in healthcare, with members of other professions, they must cooperate and communicate professionally in order to optimize the patient's condition. Research in the field of teamwork in physiotherapy in Serbia is almost non-existent. To achieve such a harmonized relationship, physical therapists should develop good communication skills to ensure a better understanding of each patient. Some studies have shown that patients with neurological impairments require a greater commitment by their physiotherapist and greater understanding that comes from interpersonal communication. The satisfaction of patients is affected by many factors, most of which derive from communication with healthcare professionals. Patient need is to feel the emotional balance in the relationship in order to increase efficiency in conducting the therapy. Most patient’s dissatisfaction results from lack of communication physiotherapist with them during the treatment, which is then reduced only to the physical component. Communication with sick people is based on trust that is built through a quality relationship, active listening, conversation skills and empathy and words that will console patients. Patients are often full of fear and apprehension because it is a period of their life in which there is uncertainty for them. If nothing else, the physiotherapist can, give hope and a word of understanding to the patient. Central part of the empathy is active listening. Each patient is an individual for himself and identifying patients’ needs, is a challenge for physiotherapists, but not routine. To be more effective in empathy, physical therapists must constantly synchronize with their body language of their patients, and the verbal expressions that are used by their patients. With such beneficial approach, patients will be more open and engaged in process of their rehabilitation. It has been observed that some patients reduce pain and became more tolerable and have become active participants in the program and thus "easier" patients because of their physiotherapists. In physical therapy there is a close physical relationship between the physiotherapist and the patient. This sometimes involves touch in the form of assisted exercises, manipulation and mobilization of the body, and massage. In addition, the therapist meets with the patient during treatment in a dozen or more times, which is much more than the usual patient visits a general practitioner. Since physiotherapists are thereby required to plan, organize, manage and supervise the therapeutic process, a degree of communication between the patient and his physical therapist should be well above average in order to achieve successful rehabilitation. All these activities can affect the emotional involvement of physiotherapists. In order to achieve the relaxed state of their patients, the physical therapists must give a warm friendly approach which among other things contributes to the creation of trust. The creation of such a harmonized relationship, can be established by physical therapists by developing good communication skills that is enabling them to better understand each patient. Today, the current topics about the crisis of the modern world, the lack of morality in society, which has not bypassed the health profession. Although the scientific debate often talks about the humanization of medicine, it can not be bypassed by very strong breakthrough of technology that is undoubtedly the strong support for the diagnosis of the disease but not the only cause for the lack of empathy with a physiotherapist. One of the important causes are stress and professional burnout of physiotherapist at work that results in a change of behavior towards the patient and the need for routine performance. This raises the issue what the ethical behavior is, because the society and physiotherapy practice is complex and raise many ethical questions. Today moral crisis of society is inevitably causing erosion of professional morals. The newly established social paradox had an impact on the situation of physiotherapy which is to some extent marginalized profession. It is more than clear that fairness, justice, truth and knowledge neglected moral values, a fair, honest and working person is not an example to be followed. Important feature that physiotherapist must have is patience, because the results of physical therapy in many patients are seen only after long and hard work with the patient. The physical therapist must be able to provide support and encouragement as well as being actively involved, especially when the patient is losing momentum and wants to give up because it is too heavy or depressed. It is essential for the therapist to be able to maintain good patient’s re-
with patients are at high risk of job burnout, lack of energy and psychological phenomena problems\textsuperscript{24}. Stress is a component of combustion because the combustion at work is prolonged response to chronic mental and interpersonal stressors on the working place. Stressors in medical practice is classified as a physical, psychological and social stressors. Those who distant themselves from work and do not have a quality level of motivation often experience symptoms of combustion. The symptoms include headache, sleep problems, loss of appetite, psychological problems (depression, anxiety) and the problems of interpersonal communication. One may encounter some behavior problems that result in negligence at work and ruthlessness toward patients\textsuperscript{25}. In contact with the patient the interpersonal and communication skills are of critical importance. Of all health professionals, physical therapists have the highest risk of burnout. Physical therapists often work with the patients who may be in the state of seriously deteriorated health and facing death\textsuperscript{25}. Interaction with the sick requires a multitude of skills and special predisposition. Physiotherapists should focus their communication competence on understanding the patient's condition in order to jointly achieve the goals of therapeutic process\textsuperscript{25}. Job burnout is characterized as physical or emotional exhaustion due to long-term stress and strain. The rush of combustion is described as a special loss of idealism, energy initiatives and future goals because of emotional saturation and exhaustion. Physical therapists can then suffer from mood disorders, sleep and difficulty in mental concentration\textsuperscript{25}. Mental instability is accompanied by physical elements such as headache and indigestion. Physical therapists, who experience burning, feel helpless in their ability to help others, feel fatigue and therefore can not create a quality relationship with their patients. Compared with other medical professionals therapists are most vulnerable to the risk of occurrence of combustion are talking about and many studies conducted in Japan and Italy\textsuperscript{26}.

- According to Maslach and Jackson combustion is categorized as:

- Emotional exhaustion which means a loss of energy due to the accumulation negative feeling related to the job.

- depersonalization that implies detachment from the people who are being treated.

- Lack of personal fulfillment that is described as a feeling of incompetence.

Emotional exhaustion commonly occurs when physi-
Physiotherapists are dissatisfied with financial compensation for their work, then lack of support from superiors and defective opportunities for professional development. The emergence of depersonalization is associated with dissatisfaction due to low financial compensation, poor cooperation and communication with colleagues. When there is a lack of personal fulfillment, the causes are mostly related also to the bad payment, poor cooperative skills with supervisors and lack of opportunities for professional development. Combustion is the most commonly occurring in physiotherapists who work with children and young patients. Physiotherapists who work in private practice frequently experience burning at work than those in the public sector. The reason probably lies in the fact that they are more in touch with their patients, unlike those in the public sector who fail to develop closer links with patients, but still the biggest causes of job burnout with a physiotherapist are low income and poor communication with associates and superiors. In professional cooperation with colleagues, empathy and will to succeed are essentials that could develop physiotherapy as a profession much faster and more efficiently than ever before. If these aspects are implemented at her through individuals. Individual in the profession is the one who is approaching the patient and puts his hands on him, leading him through the therapy and manage his body in the healing process. It is important to connect with the patient in order to meet the complete medical services because therapists are human first, and then professionals. Physiotherapy offers great opportunities and that it could deal with competition in the market field, physical therapists need to work on the integration of all aspects that are necessary for that. If the treatment does not contain characteristics that are associated with a true desire to get to know the patient and understanding his perspective, there is a chance that treatment will be incomplete. It often happens that physical therapists that are frustrated and the patients that are angry and aggressive which complicates further interaction and possibly lead to refusing of treatment. The patient as a person must be at the center of all the events going on around him and because of him, Cole and McLean are standing out the true connection and relationship between the physiotherapist and reasonable patients through cooperation, communication, empathy and respect because in this way develop relational and interactive component of relationships and an atmosphere in which the treatment is carried out and therefore, treatment is easier for both sides. According to the numerous studies, physiotherapists are primary candidates for combustion at work because of close contact with customers in the work of physiotherapy. All studies have shown that pressures related to the lack of time, the saturation of work and conflicts that spawn from working with "difficult" patients usually caused by combustion. Physiotherapists who experience combustion have usually just started their professional career. In order to diminish the risk of combustion, it is necessary to have the emotional support at work from colleagues and superiors.

CONCLUSION AND PROPOSED MEASURES

The most difficult and dangerous crisis of a society is precisely a crisis of morality. It devalues the religious, spiritual, human values and generally leaves a moral wasteland. Physiotherapy profession has not escaped from the moral collapse that shattered the fundamental moral values (honesty, truth, justice and the human relationship to man). This is the reason why in modern physiotherapy specialists should have the necessary competences such as knowledge and skills physiotherapy profession, but at the same time should be effective communicators, appraisers of physiotherapy process, educators of younger generations and holders of research processes. It is clear that in a modern and advanced society emerge and new physiotherapy methods and techniques supported by technological and scientific developments and that the classic relationship therapist - patient is seriously changing. Paternalistic model creates a company with a holistic approach. A holistic approach involves teamwork and team work can be described as a collective effort of many individuals who together perform a series of specific tasks. Communication is especially important determinant of teamwork. The tasks that are put for the experts in teamwork in which a patient in the center, beyond the capabilities of the each individual but every member has a specific role to play and must abide by certain norms of professional conduct. This is the point where an important role is played by a good quality of communication that will directly affect the atmosphere in the team, in what way and how much will be cooperation and interaction, the adequate leadership, and therefore the motivation of team members. But how physical therapists can successfully apply a holistic approach in their work within a team, if there is awareness about the fact that the existential and moral crisis affecting all areas of human activity, and that the physiotherapy professions lived due to transitional problems which focuses on expertise in the team, while human and ethical dimension almost neglected. Lack of good communication in human relationships is overwhelming productivity at work.

Experts say that one of the preconditions for successfully conducting business is consistent treatment of colleagues. The hallmark of a good team is omnipres-
ent feeling of support, security and confidence, whereby members can rely on each other in difficulties and download creative risks, confident in the support of his associates. The following basic rules of interpersonal relationships in the workplace develop key performance of work team and the development of self-confidence among physiotherapist. To help colleagues preserve its professional reputation is one of the reputed quality of good colleagues in the team. It would certainly be a continuous exercise and development of fundamental moral values such as justice, truth, honesty, wisdom, love, work, patience, modesty, caring, empathy and human warmth creating a positive atmosphere in the team work, a better connection that would have an impact on the success and satisfaction of the individual within the team. Physiotherapists have to cross the boundaries of current practice; in the future they should build their professional and ethical views on case studies encountered in clinical practice. Physical therapists should be able in the future to disclose their ethical problems in medical journals open the problems of physiotherapy, which would compete with the marginal position in the system of evaluation profession.
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